LEGAL NOTICE
The webpage and site www.clippersuperlighter.com and www.clipper.eu are exclusive
ownership of Flamagas, S.A. C/ Metalurgia, 38-42, second floor, 08038 Barcelona - Spain,
with V.A.T. registered number A08116758 (“FLAMAGAS”).

FALAMAGAS alerts to the users that the content of this webpage is of exclusive and
particular of the users that have Access to it. Any other use of the materials and software
offered in these websites, for any other aim different than the exclusive and particular use
of the user, should be notified to FLAMAGAS, that if so, will expressly authorize the user.
Likewise, FLAMAGAS reserves itself the right to modify, expand or reduce the contents of
the web page without previous notice.

FLAMAGAS does not assume any liability for the function or possible problems that may
derive from the installation and execution of the software and applications that are offered
in this website.

The web site www.clippersuperlighter.com and www.clipper.eu can provide links to third
party web sites for your convenience and information. FLAMAGAS does not control in any
way these web sites and is responsible for the content and implementation of their privacy
practices, which may differ from the FLAMAGAS (www.flamagas.com).
FLAMAGAS assumes no liability in connection with the web sites of third parties, with its
content, software or other products or materials which can be found there, or the
consequences of the use thereof, or with data that, if any, is carried out on these web sites,
or with any result/consequence that may arise from its use.

Before sending personal information to a site, FLAMAGAS recommends checking its privacy
policy. Some companies may decide to share your personal data with FLAMAGAS; this
process shall be conducted in accordance with the privacy policy of these companies and
the current regulations on Personal data protection. Access to and use of the restricted web
site implies the acceptance by the user of the conditions set out in this document.
Access to and use of the restricted web site implies the acceptance by the user of the
conditions set out in this document.

